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Making a living online can be fraught with danger and pitfalls. Here’s how to avoid some of th
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"I make a living online!"
That’s a statement right? Right!
But is it a statement of fact?
Who knows?
Well, I do because I know it’s true, but how do you know I’m telling the truth?
You don’t of course. But there are some things you can look for that will help you decide.
How often have you seen something like:
"Make a ton of cash - now!
No selling
No MLM
No stock to buy
No customers to deal with
Join our upside-down, instant-cash matrix now and get rich!

It goes without saying that the above is dubious to say the least. Yet, many people fall for a

So, the old saying "If it looks too good to be true, it probably is", could be words of wisdom
Golden Rule: Go with your gut feeling.

Let’s get down to brass tacks (sorry about that, my parents are English and they talk in a str
Grade these statements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Anyone can make a living online!
You don’t need capital to start a business!
It’s much cheaper to start a business online than in the ’real world’!
You don’t need to sell products or services to make money online!
You can make money instantly online!

These are my thoughts on the above:
1, 3 & 4 - generally speaking, true.
2 & 5 - generally speaking, false.
An observation about 1 above is to make a distinction between ’making money’ and ’earning a li
My dad often say’s; "you don’t get owt for nowt!"
Translated into American English it means; "there’s no such thing as a free lunch!"

Never invest in an opportunity that you are not sure about. Instead, find something that you a
"Okay Adam", I hear you say, "get to the point".

The point is this:
If you expect to make a living online without doing any work and without spending any cash upf

Hwever, if you’re prepared to spend some time, researching, listening & learning and have allo

I started an enterprise about seven months ago with $300 and it’s now earning me $500 per mont

The Internet is a fantastic source of information - it’s up to you to find that information an
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